
Внеклассное мероприятие 
по английскому языку « Моя 

Россия»



Jeopardy “My Russia”
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I. Moscow & St. 
Petersburg

II. Geography of 
Russia

III. Lakes &Rivers of 
Russia

IV. Wildlife of Russia

V. Tambov province

The first round



Moscow & St.Petersburg



Moscow & St.Petersburg

1. There we can see the famous Tsar-Bell and Tsar- 
Cannon  (100)

2. Who created the monument to Peter the First, 
which is called “The Copper Horse Rider”? (200)

3. This city has 111 brides. (300)
4. (Auction) This poet first called St.Petersburg 

Petrograd. (400)
5. Which Slavonic tribe lived on the territory of 

present-day Moscow? (500)



Geography of Russia



Geography of Russia

1. This city is the most western city in Russia. (100)
2. In this city the weather is the coldest in Russia in 

winter. (200)
3. This is the biggest sea that washes the coasts of 

Russia. (300)
4. Suzdal, Yaroslavl, Zagorsk, Rostov, 

Pereyaslavl-Zalessky, Vladimir, Kostroma are 
beautiful Russian towns. Give another popular 
name for them. (400)

5. This part of Russia is named after a German 
emperor. (500)



Lakes & Rives of Russia

1. This deepest lake in the world is situated in 
Russia. (100)

2. This Russian river has the longest bridge over it. 
(200)

3. (Auction) This river flows from out lake Baikal. 
(300)

4. Which is the largest lake in European part of 
Russia? (400)

5. About which river can we hear these words: 
« Ломая лёд, шумит, поёт на голоса» (500)



Wildlife of Russia

1. People call this tree the symbol of Russia. (100)

2. What is a bear called in Russian tales? (200)

3. These insects can be seen on the coat-of-arms of 
Tambov (300)

4. (Auction) Raisa Kudasheva and Leonid Beckman 
composed a song about this famous tree. (400)

5. A branch of this tree decorates our Russian 
coins. (500)



Tambov province



Tambov province

1. This river is the longest in  Tambov province. 
(100)

2. This lake is the largest and the deepest in 
Tambov province. (200)

3. Which are people called soils in Tambov 
province? (300)

4. (Auction) When was Tambov province founded? 
(400)

5. This preserve is situated on the territory of 
Kirsanov district. (500)



 THE SECOND ROUND



I. Russian Mountains

II. Peter the Great

III. Great Battles & Their 
Heroes

IV. Great Russian Poets & 
Writers

V. Cinema
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The Second round



Russian mountains

1. These mountains separate Europe from Asia. 
(200)

2. This is the highest mountain in Russia. (400)

3. In this city we can visit Vorob’yovy gory and 
see this building there. (600)

4. The volcano Africa is situated here. (800)

5. (Auction) The Russian mountains are situated 
in this part of the world. (1000)



Peter the Great



Peter the Great

1. Peter the Great won this battle in 1709. (200)

2. Peter the Great learnt to build ships in these 
countries. (400)

3. (Auction) What was the surname of the 
Russian tsar, Peter the First? (600)

4. What was mother’s name? (800)

5. What were the names of the guards’ military 
forces formed by Peter the Great? (1000)



Great Battles & Their Heroes



Great Battles & Their Heroes

1. A monument to these people is in Red Square in 
Moscow. (200)

2. This battle took place in 1380. (400)
3. Where was the first important victory of Soviet  

army in 1941? (600)
4. (Auction) The Russian writer Leo Tolstoy took 

part in this war. (800)
5. This Russian prince won two very important 

victories over German invaders in the 13th 
century. (1000)



Great Russian Poets & Writers



Great Russian Poets & Writers

1. Who wrote these words: « Скажи-ка, дядя, 
ведь недаром Москва, спалённая пожаром, 

французу отдана?» (200)
2. (musical question: tape of the song «Клён ты мой 

опавший»)Who is the composer of the song? (400)
3. He was the first Russian writer who visited Sakhalin 

and wrote about it. (600)
4. Which poet wrote a poem about Russian women? 

(800)
5. Which Russian poet said: “ Люблю грозу в начале 

мая?” (1000)



Cinema

1. Who directed the film “A Brilliant Arm”? (200)
2. Alexei Batalov’s hero in this film is called Gosha. 

(400)
3. These two popular actors played two of the most 

popular friends and detectives. (600)
4. (Musical question: tape of one the songs)
He sings for all the characters in the cartoon 

“Bremen musicians”. (800)
5. He played the role of Hamlet in the film 

“Hamlet”. (1000)



The 
Third 

Round



I. Great Russian Seamen 
and Travellers and 
Their Discoveries

II. Russian Emblems & 
Symbols

III. Russian Music

IV. Russian Literature and 
Folklore

V. Catherine the Great
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The Third Round



Great Russian Seaman and Travellers 
and Their Discoveries

1. These Russian seamen made the first voyage 
round the world at the beginning of the 19th 
century. (300)

2. (Auction) He was the first Russian to visit Africa. 
(600)

3. The sea and the strait were named in honour of 
this Russian seaman. (900)

4. These Russian seamen discovered Antarctica. 
(1200)

5. A railway station and a big city have the name of 
this traveller. (1500)



Russian Emblems & Symbols



Russian Emblems & Symbols

1. Who introduced the three-coloured flag to 
Russia? (300)

2. What is on the Russian coat-of-arms? (600)
3. When did the three-coloured flag become the 

state flag of Russia again? (900)
4. (Auction) What can we see on the coat-of-arms 

of Kirsanov? (1200)
5.  (Musical question: tape of the Russian anthem) 

They wrote the words and the music of the 
current Russian anthem. (1500)



Russian Music

1. This musical instrument is very popular with 
young people. (300)

2. This musical work is played in Russia more often 
than any other one. (600)

3. (Auction) Glinka called this opera “Life for the 
Tsar”. (900)

 4.  (Musical question: tape of the  song             
«Подмосковные вечера») Who composed 
the music for this song? (1200)

5. He composed the music for the opera “Snow 
maid”. (1500)



Russian Literature and Folklore

1. This famous hero could not save his own life by 
singing his song. (300)

2. This work was devoted to the events that happened 
to one of the Russian princes in 1185. (600)

3. This Pushkin tale finishes with the words:
“ Сказка –ложь, да в ней намёк, добрым 
молодцам урок…” (900)

4.  This scientist wrote a poem, which he called “Glass Is 
Useful”. (1200)

5. (Auction) The British people call this toy “ A Russian 
doll”. (1500)



Catherine the Great



Catherine the Great

1. This city bears the name of this great woman. (300)
2. When did Catherine the Second sell Alaska? (600)
3. What was the real name of Catherine the Second? 

(900)
4. The inhabitants of this town presented Catherine the 

Second with a pryanik, which was 3 metres long. 
(1200)

5. This master craftsman presented Catherine the 
Second with a wonderful watch. It could play music 
and show a performance. This watch was no larger 
than an egg. (1500)



“A Pig 
and a 
Poke”



A Pig and Poke

Theatre

Only one letter

Stars

Painting

200

300

400

500



A pig and a Poke

Theatre:
How many horses are there in the sculpture on the roof 

of the Bolshoy Theatre? (200)
Only one letter:
It was introduced by Karamzin in 1797. (300)
Stars:
This famous 20th century Russian singer was Maxim 

Gorky’s friend.(400)
Painting
Everybody knows Savva Mamontov’s daughter by this 

name. (500)



FINAL



Russian Princes

This grandson of the last Saxon king of England, 
Harold Godwin is well known in Russia.



Thank you for the game!


